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 In the Hebrew Tongue, there is a Particle consisting of but one single Letter,

 of which there are reckoned up, as I remember, seventy, I am sure above fifty

 several significations.

 -John Locke'

 Many ideas about Biblical Hebrew have changed in the three centuries
 since Locke wrote these lines, but the belief that the conjunction -1 was ambigu-

 ous is still as strong as ever. Rare is the biblical scholar who would challenge the

 view expressed by B. Z. Dinur forty years ago: "It is well known that the mean-

 ings and senses of the conjunction -1 in the Bible are many and varied."2

 To be sure, the number of meanings attributed to -1 today does not
 approach the numbers cited by Locke, but it is still remarkably high. The
 recent dictionary of D. J. A. Clines lists more than fifteen meanings and sub-
 meanings:

 This article is an expansion of one section of a paper entitled "On the Polysemy or Pseudo-
 Polysemy of Some Grammatical Morphs in Biblical Hebrew," read at the North American Confer-

 ence on Afroasiatic Linguistics on April 25, 1977. A more recent version was included in papers
 delivered at the Eleventh World Congress of Jewish Studies (Division A, Bible Plenary Session) on
 June 24, 1993, and at the Institute for Advanced Studies of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem on
 Nov. 16, 1994. The contributions of my colleagues at the Institute are acknowledged in the notes
 below. I am very grateful to them and to Mark J. Steiner, who has patiently elucidated for me the

 logical issues raised here on many occasions over the years. Thanks also to Joshua Blau and B. Sep-
 timus for their comments on this article and to Manuel Jacobowitz for checking my interpretation
 of the talmudic sources.

 1 J. Locke, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding (ed. P. H. Nidditch; Oxford: Claren-
 don, 1975) book 3, chapter 7, sec. 4; see also chap. 6, sec. 44ff. I am indebted to M. J. Steiner for
 this reference. Locke's source is probably Noldius; see n. 30 below.

 2 B. Z. Dinur, " rf1l1 tnm pr~n r1"r "'," Le? 22 (1957-58) 199.
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 la. and, ... le. upon, after, ... If. and another, and a different, ... 1h. of,...
 2 .... or, ... 3. together with, in the company of, ... 4. but, on the contrary,

 ... 5 .... and especially, in particular, ... 6. ... that is,.... 7. (and, but) as for, ... 8. so, in that case,... 9. when, even though,... 10. for, because,... 11.

 (so) that, ... 12. likewise, just as, just like.... 13b. then,... 14. if,... 16....
 now, now then. .. .3

 Section 15 gives many examples of -1 "appar. used redundantly" (i.e., with no
 meaning at all). A disclaimer at the beginning of the entry suggests that some
 nuances may have been overlooked: "distinctions below not exhaustive... ."
 The dictionary of L. Koehler and W. Baumgartner gives a smaller, but still
 respectable, number of meanings.4 In this article, I shall attempt to show that
 there is no basis for the conventional view that -1 was ambiguous.

 I. Origins of the Conventional View

 It is commonly supposed that the conventional view goes back to antiquity.

 After all, the disjunctive interpretation of rnp-' rni irt! .M '-p~/n ~ in Exod 21:15, 17 ("he who strikes/curses his father or his mother shall be put to death")

 is found already in the LXX.5 Similarly, R. Yonatan (second century CE) takes
 Exod 21:15, 17 to mean "he who strikes/curses his father and/or his mother

 shall be put to death," and Lev 20:9, riM in -n~R M -rn b'* I4 _ R a' j '-'. Tnr' to mean "any man who curses his father and/or his mother shall be put to
 death." His interpretation is recorded in the Mekhilta and the Talmud:

 6.1"-p- 21no n -~ Wn -7 Ur1=. 1=1 (-77t?) 7t- urDOI nnMM K :70 u rDM

 It means both of them together and it means each one separately, unless
 Scripture specifically says "together."7

 Thus, the disjunctive interpretation is well attested in antiquity; however,
 contrary to appearances, it does not imply that -1 can mean "or."8 R. Saadia

 3 D. J. A. Clines, The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,
 1993-) 596-98; henceforth DCH.

 4 L. Koehler and W. Baumgartner, The Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament
 (Leiden: Brill, 1994-) 258-59; henceforth HALOT.

 5 Exod 21:15, ~S xrcirt etnacpa avco1 i1 tilcpa avcofi, Oavd&r Oavaotoio0o; 21:16 (= MT
 17), 6 KaKo'oytyov nacdpa a-6o, -i rilcgpa a1,toi teXoetijet Oavdxu.

 6 Mek. MiSpatim parasah 5 = " "un I" tHn 1r9n (ed. H. S. Horovitz and I. A. Rabin;
 Jerusalem: Bamberger & Wahrman, 1960) 265, 267-68; b. B. Mes. 94b-95a, Sanh. 66a, etc. This
 interpretation is found also in modern editions of the Sifra, but not in the ninth/tenth-century Vati-
 can manuscript (Codex Assemani LXVI).

 7 In other words, if the verse meant "he who strikes/curses his father and his mother shall be

 put to death," it would contain the word "together," as in Deut 22:10, 11. Some manuscripts of the

 Mekhilta read intm :inrn -19 1?nel' 7, "unless Scripture specifically says 'one."'
 8 It is generally assumed, by both traditional talmudists and critical scholars, that the notion

 of disjunctive -1, albeit not the term (p rn/nlnin/pini 1"'1), is already implicit in this hermeneu-
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 Gaon (late ninth-early tenth century) and Profiat Duran (late fourteenth-early

 fifteenth century) both managed, each in his own way, to interpret the phrase as

 a disjunction without making -1 ambiguous. We must begin our brief historical
 overview with Saadia, the earliest Hebrew grammarian; Profiat Duran's
 approach will be presented later in the article.

 In the introduction to his Torah commentary, Saadia writes: "One trope9

 of -1 ... is its standing in place of iR, as in Exod 21:15, iM 1 .:7 'n_r~, Deut 17:3,
 r_. iR eVmi , and the like."'0 In this formulation, -1 stands in place of the word for "or"; it does not itself mean "or."

 In formulating the matter thus, Saadia may well have been influenced by
 one of his Muslim predecessors. Abu 'Ubayda (early ninth century) writes:
 "The Arabs put 'aw in place of the wdw of conjunction."" By contrast, Ibn
 Qutayba and Al-Mubarrad say that 'aw takes on the meaning (ma'nd) of wdw.12

 tical principle; see HIayyim Hezekiah Medini, flo -rmn 1-r (New York: A. I. Friedman, 1962)
 2.284-86, s.v. iD l1"'1 ??6-13, and the sources cited there; and D. Halivny-Weiss, "V 1rn"1m
 CflnF flVf 1 fl2Tr n ln iz '.1f.I f"'LT w flwtfl- ? 2F," in 110p IM pvipi :RV7flfl ,7 ? flTO : fl10S M T!pri

 otiprIna nInrn M~l n mr?nl prnn (Jerusalem: Institute for Advanced Studies, Hebrew Univer-
 sity, 1991) 51-52. There is certainly no explicit basis for this view in the Talmud. The view that the

 Talmud (b. Shebu. 27a) attributes to R. Yonatan in this context is quite different: Rt p'nm,

 ' r 7-'1~ "for disjunction, no scriptural element is needed." The term pr*t used by the Talmud in
 this context is not a linguistic term but a legal term meaning "to disjoin the factors contributing to

 guilt/liability, making each a sufficient condition"; see nir"71rnn m ~~i (Jerusalem: nrin

 rn'lrnrln ,Lp'nt, 1947-) cols. 385-408, s.v. MHL o p'n. In cases where the factors are item-
 ized in a verse, R. Yonatan holds that they may be interpreted disjunctively even if there is no con-

 junction joining them. He requires no disjunctive expression, unlike R. Yoshaya, who requires
 some halakically redundant word or phrase for disjunction, whether it be i* (Exod 21:33; 22:13;

 Lev 22:28) or some other phrase, such as inr (Lev 22:28), .13'' 9t (Lev 17:9), or 00-L.~! (Exod
 21:33). It is not even certain that the Talmud views lt as being more of a disjunctive for the pur-
 poses of midrash than any other word. In b. HIul. 78b, the Talmud initially suggests using the It of
 Lev 22:28 for inclusion rather than disjunction.

 9 This rendering of majaz does not do real justice to the term as used by Saadia. See H. Ben-

 Shammai, "'T'V'` ]w7 '"1D0 '" nrlMYil," Tarbiz 60 (1991) 380-82 and the literature cited there.
 10 M. Zucker, rnH'N-: pwt -,'ro M 'n7~ (New York: Jewish Theological Seminary, 1984)

 20, lines 1-3: fl1'Dfl1] n". itR PI yN1 ,i1ni *~ . " ti t - 1a ;H ... iit ] r i. 11 Abu 'Ubayda Ma'mar Ibn al-Mutanna, Majdz al-Qur'dn (Cairo[?], 1954) 2.148, )al-'arabu

 tadacu 'awfi mawdici wdwi l-muwalah; see also 2.175. According to Ibn Taymiyya, Abu cUbayda
 was the first to use the term majdz (E. Almagor, "The Early Meaning of Majaz and the Nature of
 Abfi 'Ubayda's Exegesis," in Studia Orientalia Memoriae D. H. Baneth Dedicata [Jerusalem:
 Magnes, 1979] 307). (I am indebted to Naphtali Kinberg "?r for these two references.) Several
 scholars have pointed out the similarities between Saadia's use of the term and Abu 'Ubayda's; see
 J. Wansbrough, "Majdz al-Quredn: Periphrastic Exegesis," BSOAS 33 (1970) 259-65; and Zucker,
 m'1YD " "'P31', pp. M-1r77.

 12'Abd Allah Ibn Muslim Ibn Qutayba, Ta'wfl Mugkil al-Qur'dn (Cairo: Dar al- Turat, 1973)
 543: wa-rubbama kanat bi-macnd wdwi n-nasaq, "sometimes ['aw] is with the meaning (macna) of
 the wdw of conjunction." Muhammad Ibn Yazid al-Mubarrad, Kitab al-Muqtalab (ed. Muhammad
 'Abd al-Khaliq 'Udaymah; Cairo: al- Majlis al-'A'la lil-u'fin al-'Islamiyyah, 1966) part 3, p. 301:
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 There is another, more important, reason for Saadia's formulation. Saadia
 appears to have held that -1 is a letter rather than a word, and letters, unlike
 words and sentences, have no meaning.13 Throughout his discussion of the
 majdz of the letters, he is careful to avoid ascribing meaning to them. Take, for
 example, his discussion of the previous letter: "One trope of -n ... is its stand-

 ing in place of -R as in 2 Sam 3:18, 9 D: 'T.y-n- y'~in '.-y In 71-:, whose meaning is DV'715, 'I will deliver,' and Zech 7:3, ' '" "i 1 r-?, whose meaning
 is ?T~, 'shall I practice abstinence?' and the like."14 Here he uses the word
 "meaning" twice, but only in connection with words. Similarly, in discussing the

 -1 in Exod 27:14, qmf_ l ' -p ,R ,r r _Dn.., "fifteen cubits of hangings on the
 one flank," and the second -1 in 1 Chr 5:24, ' Uil! nmu! 1ni2M-n 'r" ,..fl1 , "and these were the chiefs of their clans: Epher and Ishi," he does not say that it

 has no meaning; rather, it is "of no use" (.Y9~ -rn').15 In other words, it is
 pleonastic, to be ignored in interpreting the sentence.

 Even if we are right in concluding that Saadia himself believed that one
 cannot attribute meaning to -1, the view that Biblical Hebrew -1 has many
 meanings was probably inspired by his Tafsir, in which at least forty-seven dif-
 ferent Arabic expressions correspond in position to -1 and can be viewed as
 translations of it.16 Saadia's Tafsir had a great deal of influence on his succes-
 sors, especially Ibn Janah.

 tumma yattasicu biha l-babu fa-yadhuluhd l-macna 1-lddTft l-wdw, "then the range of ['aw] widens,
 and the meaning of wdw enters it." The lists of meanings attributed to 'aw by the Arab grammari-
 ans tended to grow with time. Al-Mubarrad recognized only two meanings for 'aw, rejecting the
 meaning bal ("nay rather") on the grounds that its proponents had adduced only one attestation;

 see Kitab al-Muqtadab, 304. Ibn Higam (fourteenth century) points out that, while the early gram-
 marians recognized at most three meanings for 'aw, the later ones listed twelve; see 'Abd Allah Ibn

 Yfisuf Ibn Higam, Mugnt al-Labib can Kutub al-'AcdrTb (ed. Muhammad Muhyl al-Din 'Abd al-

 .Hamid; Cairo: Al-Maktabah al-Tijariyyah al-Kubra, 1964[?]) 1.61, 67. In the twelfth century, Al- Anbari opposed this trend, attributing the following principle to the early grammarians of Basra:
 "The rule for every particle is that it signifies only that to which it was assigned [in the "first imposi-

 tion" of the language]-not the meaning of any other particle"; see 'Abd al-Ralm5n Ibn Muhammad

 Ibn al-Anbari, Al-'Insdf f Masd'il al-Hildf bayna al-NahwiyyTna al-Baqriyyina wa-l-KaifiyyTna (ed.
 Muhammad Muhyl al-Din cAbd al-Hamid; Sidon/Beirut: Al-Maktabah al-'Asriyyah, 1987) part 2,
 p. 481: wa-1-'aslu ft kulli harfin 'an lad yadulla 'illa calad ma wudica lahu wa-la yadulla cald macnd

 harfin 'alhar. I am indebted to Naphtali Kinberg "Tr for all of the references in this footnote.
 13 The same view seems to be reflected in Judah Ibn Balcam's l~nfD MIIN "t "O (1in "2:

 rtx= ) published in S. Abramson, ~D~M j7 T7n'7l7 M1 O fE l01~*0 (Jerusalem: -1O nnp, 1975)
 89-142. Included in this book are prepositions such as ?R, IM, and :D, but not -M, -3, and -9. Also
 discussed are conjunctions such as iN and INt, but not -1. The omission of-M, -D, -9, and -1 is striking,
 since they are y~nrr in two senses of the word: "particles" and "letters." What they are not, appar-

 ently, is "n~v -vg7, "'meaningful particles."
 14 Zucker, TTDO IM 'l'l, 19, lines 28-30: 7:1 7T911 D9? 0m ~ n [win [ '] ~ rI T'3' j;M

 1. Ibid., 20, line 1.
 16 See Y. Ratzaby, p 3 T'1- 7DO -'O1en 1"'41 m7f7nNt1, in ('`plmb~O ) 'M?O m90" IDO

 (Jerusalem: D nW'p, 1970), 445-60. The list is limited to correspondences attested at least three
 times. In an earlier article, I made the following remark about this list: "Since Saadia did not distin-
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 Ibn Janah, like Ibn Qutayba and Al-Mubarrad before him,7 had no prob-
 lem with the notion that -1 has meaning. He drew up a list of meanings for -1:

 "together with," "and then," "is it the case that," "and how much less (a for-
 tiori)" "over," "and if," "before," "after," "or," "and when," "is equivalent to,"
 "but," "even though," "in order that," "that," "with (by means of, in possession
 of), and "in." To most of these, he applies the term "meaning" (ma'na); how-
 ever, in speaking of "or," he borrows Saadia's formulation (minus its implica-
 tions), stating that -1 "may be in place of lt."18

 Ibn Janah shows his dependence on Saadia in his choice of proof texts as
 well. With one minor variation (Exod 21:17 for Exod 21:15), he incorporates all
 four of the verses cited by Saadia in his discussion of -1: Exod 27:14 and 1 Chr
 5:24 (pleonastic); Exod 21:15 and Deut 17:3 ("or").19 Some of the proof texts
 for other meanings are accompanied by Arabic renderings or Hebrew para-
 phrases that are very similar or identical to Saadia's Arabic translations, for

 example, Exod 1:5, vmn n;n 007i'l =i1 =:it "R: 901.9' U, "together with

 Joseph, who was in Egypt";20 Job 28:17, ;nap' n'pio. am ,7 _:-ab = TT/..- 9'9t:re :t ,ni, "gold does not match it, how much less glass";21 Exod 3:13,
 ing-nt "b-.?a = ;tnpo n M i- 1p aie, "and if they say to me 'what is his

 name';22 Exod 4:23, in~..? 1J. = npIRtOA/npbfrr lJR nrMRJ p 1, "and if you
 refuse to release him";23 Lev 9:22, "!". (JPR 1) = BT u j ?::, "after he descended";24 Exod 2:21, nbi i'bR = '01 lD~MR t?e, "and when Moses per-
 sisted";25 It appears, then, that even if Saadia was reluctant to attribute mean-
 ing to -1, he laid the exegetical groundwork for Ibn Janab's list of meanings.26

 guish between the translations of a word and its meanings, the multiplication of translations was
 equivalent in his eyes to the multiplication of meanings" ("Saadia vs. Rashi: On the Shift from
 Meaning-Maximalism to Meaning-Minimalism in Medieval Biblical Lexicology," JQR 88 [1998]
 223). I overlooked the likelihood that Saadia did not view -1 as having meaning by itself and that he

 would have labeled Ratzaby's list "forty-seven different ways of translating a word containing the

 letter T"'1 as a prefix" or perhaps "forty-seven different functions of the prefixed letter 1"'1."

 17 See n. 12 above. For Al-Mubarrad's influence on Ibn Janah, see D. Becker, "n)tn' lN rn

 c'~1Dfm T'T'771 Irfl1rl," Les 57 (1992) 137-45; idem, ""n l t "N 17 -I '? e v ,M1Dn r1'nn' ,"
 Tecudah 9 (1995) (Eliezer Rubinstein memorial volume) 143-68.

 18 Jonah Ibn JanAh, Le livre des parterresfleuris (ed. J. Derenbourg; Paris: F. Vieweg, 1886)

 52, line 25 IN '~3 '0 "~1t1 i rnI. So too Yacqub Qirqisani, Kitab al-Anwtir wa-1-mardqib: Code of
 Karaite Law (ed. L. Nemoy; New York: Alexander Kohut Foundation, 1939-43) 927, line 1: I1N* ...

 ItM Iw Nr~M "''T-T intl 1~; ~-K i "p 'rnl ?n IN e m pn lplr l ', "..1 . -1 in conjunction stands
 in place of IN as in Exod 21:15 imr v:N' ;n, whose meaning is ir~ iN."

 19 Ibn Janah, Parterresfleuris, 50, lines 7-8; 52, lines 26-27.

 0o (Euvres complhtes de R. Saadia Ben losef al-Fayyoimi (ed. J. Derenbourg; Paris: Ernest
 Leroux, 1893-99) 1.81; Ibn Janah, Parterresfleuris, 50, line 12.

 21 Euvres completes, 5.84; Ibn Janahl, Parterresfleuris, 51, line 11.

 ~ CEuvres compltes, 1.84; Ibn Janah, Parterresfleuris, 51, line 16.
 23 Euvres complktes, 1.86; Ibn Janal, Parterresfleuris, 51, line 18.
 24 Euvres complktes, 1.155; Ibn Janah, Parterresfleuris, 52, line 15.

 25 Gauvres complktes, 1.83; Ibn Janah, Parterresfleuris, 53, line 5.
 26 Ratzaby may be right when he argues that the extent of Saadia's influence in this area has
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 The multiplication of meanings is typical of Saadia and Ibn Janah. Even
 though the middle of the tenth century saw the beginning of a gradual shift
 away from such "meaning-maximalism" in the biblical lexicology of Spain and
 Provence, Ibn Janah, writing in the first half of the eleventh century, is still far
 from being a meaning-minimalist.27 It is only around 1300 that we find a
 Sephardic lexicographer writing that "the desire of the exegetes to posit many
 meanings turns them away from the straight path.""28

 This shift to meaning-minimalism can be detected in discussions of the
 meanings of Biblical Hebrew -1. Ibn Parhon and David Qimhi list far fewer
 meanings/uses for -1 than Ibn Janah, and Profiat Duran launches a verse-by-
 verse attack on Ibn Janah's list of meanings, with the aim of eliminating every-
 thing but the meaning "and."29 The Christian Hebraists, however, reversed this
 shift. Knowing nothing of Profiat Duran's discussion, they adopted the earlier
 view that Biblical Hebrew -1 was ambiguous. Their study of the issue culmi-
 nated in a list of seventy-six meanings published by Christian Noldius in 167930
 and Locke's statement published in 1690.

 II. Modern Discussions of Pseudo-Polysemy

 The general stance that I adopt in this article-that many seeming ambi-
 guities are imaginary-is commonplace today among philosophers of language
 and linguists. In my 1977 paper I referred to discussions of pseudo-polysemy
 by U. Weinreich, L. Zawadowski, W. V. O. Quine, and W. P. Alston.31 Today, it is
 possible to cite discussions that are more directly relevant, discussions ques-
 tioning the ambiguity of the words for "and" in English, German, Greek, and
 Hebrew itself. Nevertheless, Weinreich's analysis is still indispensable:

 When we contemplate the variety of "meanings" which a word like take has in
 English (take offense, take charge, take medicine, take notice, take effect,
 etc.), we come to the conclusion that this is a case not of abnormally over-

 developed polysemy of a word, but rather of its semantic near-emptiness. In

 not been recognized, that most of the meanings cited by later grammarians and lexicographers can
 be found among the forty-seven different translations of -1 in Saadia's Tafsir.

 27 See my "Saadia vs. Rashi," 213-36, 251-53.

 281 I. Last, "Sharshoth Kesef The Hebrew Dictionary of Roots, by Joseph Ibn Kaspi," JQR 19

 (1907) 665: r t107v 11 r mr?in t,n 'r3-- n: r7~ r - n p1;I. This remark was called to my
 attention by S. Holtz, in his term paper "Meaning-Minimalism and Ultra-Meaning-Minimalism in
 Ibn Kaspi's Sharshot Kesef "

 29 Solomon b. Abraham Ibn Parhon, "wmn mr:rn (ed. S. Gottlieb Stem; Pressburg: Typis
 Antonii Nobilis de Schmid, 1844) 1:1c-d; David Qimhi, b?*: (ed. I. Rittenberg; Elk: T. H. Petzoll,
 1862) 44a-45a; Isaac b. Moses (Profiat) Duran, "TE Anun (ed. J. Friedlinder and J. Kohn; Vienna:
 J. Holzwarth, 1865) 74-79.

 30 C. Noldius, Concordantix Particularum Ebrxo Chaldaicarum (Hafniae [Copenhagen]:
 Literis Reg. Majest. & Acad. Typogr., 1679) 268-329. See further below.

 31 See now my "Saadia vs. Rashi," 228.
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 these contexts, take may be said to function as little more than a verbalizer,

 not quite unlike -ize and other affixes.32

 The phrase "abnormally overdeveloped polysemy" or, as Weinreich calls it
 elsewhere, "infinite polysemy"33 is certainly an apt description of Noldius's list
 of seventy-six meanings. We need to consider the possibility that it also fits the
 more modest lists of the modem dictionaries.

 J. D. McCawley's discussion of the meaning(s) of English and is also
 instructive:

 In the chapters that follow, we will often have reason to ask whether some

 class of sentence is ambiguous. For example, consider the question of
 whether the logicians' standard account of and really accords with the use of
 and in ordinary English. This logicians' rendition of and, which I will hence-

 forth symbolize with A, is completely symmetric: A A B is true under the
 same circumstances as is B A A, and anything that can be inferred from
 A A B can be inferred from B A A. But there are instances in which ordinary
 English and appears to be asymmetric; for example, under the most obvious
 interpretation, 1.3.1a would be true under different circumstances from
 those under which 1.3.1b is true:

 1.3.1 a. John got up and fell down.

 b. John fell down and got up.

 These sentences are normally taken as referring to an order of events that

 matches the order of the conjuncts: in 1.3.1a the rising precedes the falling,
 and in 1.3.1b the falling precedes the rising.

 Logicians who have confronted sentences such as 1.3.1 have generally
 adopted the position that English and is ambiguous between (at least) two
 senses: a "symmetric" sense which conforms to the logicians' A, and a "con-
 secutive" sense in which the order of the conjuncts agrees with the purported

 temporal order of the events reported in the conjuncts. ... This conclusion
 may very well be correct. However, logicians have been remiss in simply
 accepting it without even attempting to provide arguments that English and

 really is ambiguous. There are a number of possible alternatives to the posi-

 tion that and is ambiguous: (i) Perhaps there is only one and, it is basically
 asymmetric, and the logicians who have concerned themselves with a sym-
 metric and have deluded themselves by restricting their attention to instances

 where the order of the conjuncts happened not to be of any particular signif-

 icance. (ii) Perhaps there is only one and, it is basically symmetric, and the
 supposed asymmetry of and in 1.3.1 is really something else, namely, either

 (iia) an ambiguity in some other element in the sentence (for example, in the

 "3 U. Weinreich, "On the Semantic Structure of Language," in Universals of Language (ed.
 J. H. Greenberg; 2d ed.; Cambridge, MA: M.I.T. Press, 1966) 180.

 3 U. Weinreich, "Explorations in Semantic Theory," in Semantics (ed. D. D. Steinberg and
 L. A. Jakobovits; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971) 322 (reprinted from Current
 Trends in Linguistics [ed. T. A. Sebeok; The Hague: Mouton, 1966] vol. 3).
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 past tense marker) or (iib) the result of something outside logic and gram-
 mar.... 34

 Although McCawley ultimately concludes that the "symmetric" and "consecu-
 tive" senses of English and are probably both genuine, the Hebraist cannot
 afford to ignore the alternatives he raises.

 In my view, alternative (iia) is particularly relevant, because much of the
 ambiguity that has been attributed to -1 actually resides elsewhere in the sen-
 tence, sometimes elsewhere in its surface structure ("but," "while" and "that

 is") and sometimes elsewhere in its underlying structure ("or" and perhaps
 "then").

 R. Posner examines German und, concluding that it does not have a sepa-
 rate consecutive meaning in sentences such as Peter heiratete Anna, und Anna
 bekam ein Kind and Anna bekam ein Kind und Peter heiratete Anna.35 It is

 impossible to do justice to his discussion within the framework of this article.
 Suffice it to say that, for him, the most telling argument against a consecutive
 und is that admitting its existence requires one to admit the existence of a loca-

 tive und, a directional und, an instrumental und, a conditional und, an explana-

 tory und, an adversative und, a diagnostic und, and so on, ad infinitum.36 But
 then one would have to explain how speakers could learn to use a form with
 infinitely many meanings. This argument is already implicit in Weinreich's use
 of the term "infinite polysemy."

 G. Vanoni argues that Posner's approach is equally valid for Biblical
 Hebrew -1: ". . . a meaning-maximalist descriptive procedure... produces for
 conjunctions an almost endless series of entries in the lexicon and leads the
 comprehensibility of language ad absurdum.'37 He strengthens the reductio ad
 absurdum through the use of Noldius's list of seventy-six meanings, which
 makes it clear that Posner's discussion of infinite polysemy is more than just a
 theoretical possibility.38 He could have added that some of the meanings on this
 list are opposites.39 Thus Noldius gives both antequam, "before the time

 J. D. McCawley, Everything That Linguists Have Always Wanted to Know about Logic-
 But Were Ashamed to Ask (2d ed.; Chicago/London: University of Chicago Press, 1993) 5-6.

 5 R. Posner, "Bedeutungsmaximalismus und Bedeutungsminimalismus in der Beschreibung
 von Satzverkniipfern," in Die Partikeln der deutschen Sprache (ed. H. Weydt; Berlin/New York: de
 Gruyter, 1979) 378-94.

 36 Ibid., 384-86

 37 G. Vanoni, "Zur Bedeutung der althebritischen Konjunktion w=," in Text, Methode und
 Grammatik: Wolfgang Richter zum 65. Geburtstag (ed. W. Gross, H. Irsigler, and T. Seidl; St.
 Ottilien: Eos, 1991) 569-70.

 38 Ibid., 570 n. 46.

 39 This is true of Ibn Janali's list of meanings as well; see above. Early Jewish lexicographers
 accepted the view of the Arab lexicographers that words may have opposite meanings.
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 that,"40 and postquam, "after the time that,"41 not to mention dum, "during the
 time that."42 He lists interim, interea, "in the meantime,"43 as well as postea,
 "afterwards."44

 So much for the general approach. It is time now to deal with specifics. In
 the remainder of this article, I shall examine a few of the meanings that have
 been attributed to -1: "but," "while," "or," "then," "that is," and "and." The

 strategies that I shall employ in dealing with them can be used for all or most of
 the other meanings that have been proposed.

 III. Some Meanings Attributed to -1

 Does wdw Have the Meaning "But"?

 The introduction to the NJPSV assigns a number of adversative meanings
 to Biblical Hebrew -1:

 ... the Hebrew particle wdw ... had the force not only of "and," but also of
 "however," "but," "yet," "when," and any number of such other words and
 particles, or of none that can be translated into English.

 Now the fact that English usage prefers but in many contexts where Bibli-
 cal Hebrew uses -1 is hardly a proof that -1 had the specific meaning "but" in
 addition to the general meaning "and." Surely it is not legitimate to use English
 translations to establish the ambiguity of words such as n~Un (rendered with

 copper or bronze), nrL (rendered with skin or leather), and Illnn (rendered
 with later or last). Each language must be viewed in its own terms. Hebrew has
 the right to ignore distinctions that are obligatory in English or to express them
 differently. English prefers to use an adversative conjunction (rather than a
 general, copulative one) to connect contrasting clauses; Hebrew does not.

 Vanoni makes a similar point about the difference between German and
 Biblical Hebrew. He admits that -1 often requires translation with aber in Ger-
 man (e.g., in Jer 17:11 and 2 Chr 21:20), but he denies that it follows that -1 has
 an adversative meaning.45 He cites one of J. Blomqvist's arguments against the

 existence of an adversative Kcai in Late Greek:

 Ist icai in diesen spiten Texten, wenn es relevante Gegensatze verknfipft, mit
 den adversativen Partikeln synonym? ... Die deutsche Obersetzung der
 aktuellen Textstellen gibt uns ... keinen Anhalt fiir die Beurteilung der

 40 Noldius, Concordantixe, 271, meaning 7.
 41 Ibid., 290, meaning 42.
 42 Ibid., 275, meaning 16.
 43 Ibid., 283, meaning 33.
 44 Ibid., 289, meaning 41.
 45 Vanoni, "Zur Bedeutung," 572-73.
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 Frage. Obgleich wir icai mit "aber" tibersetzen mtissen, kann die Ursache
 dafiir die sein, dass der deutsche Sprachgebrauch in weiterem Umfang als
 der spatgriechische die Markierung der relevanten Gegensatze fordert, und
 nicht die, dass icai mit "aber" und folglich mit den adversativen Partikeln des
 Griechischen synonym geworden ist.46

 In fact, much of what Blomqvist says about "adversative iait applies
 equally well to "adversative -1." This is hardly surprising, since "Zeune
 bemerkte dazu, dass dieser Gebrauch von icai besonders in der LXX und im

 NT haufig sei und dort auf hebraiischem Einfluss beruhe."47 Blomqvist himself
 cites two examples from the LXX of "adversative iait" rendering "adversative

 -1" (Song 1:5, MeXatvd eiat iai caX~ = f,1!wI '9:. R inpi; and Jer 23:21, otC
 adtGoreTXXov roi; tnpofilraj, lai abzrot xpexov- o~ icX6X1rloa npb; abzroG, lca'

 aiutot inpooijteFov = IR ,'mill :M 'm._ ::-n. M,.l v mrrm-n . n_-t) and he notes: "Im Hebraischen war bei Gegensatzen eine adversative Partikel
 nicht obligatorisch, sondern we "und" konnte sowohl Nicht-Gegensatze als ...
 Gegensatze einleiten."48

 An argument for the existence of an adversative -1 might be constructed
 on internal grounds, using parallel passages in which -1 interchanges with JR,
 "but," without affecting the meaning. Such an interchange occurs in 1 Sam
 29:6: ,?R 7J lr V lr f 7-) -mrin n FrflflR 7n* 1 7n -4:-= iD1 fol f 7

 T ; -T~.5 T':..", ' .?9 -? h,- 'y 1 " 1 -, , "you are an honest man, and I would like to have you serve in my forces, for I have found no fault with you from the day

 you joined me until now, but (-I) you are not acceptable to the other lords,"49
 and 1 Sam 29:9: I-IM =Tnt?) "Itjt4 -j 7 :?R 11? t:j -D M-Mn 2ID# 9:- # n.PT1#

 T;I T T 7 n;r:-M , "I know; you are as acceptable to me as an angel of God,
 but (7R) the Philistine officers have decided that you must not march out with
 us to the battle."

 This argument, too, is unconvincing. Synonymy cannot be established on
 the basis of interchangeability in a single pair of parallel passages, that is, in a
 single context. What is required is interchangeability in all contexts.50

 The danger of relying on a single context may be illustrated using Num

 22:8, n1r rt ni-? and 22:19, n  '_ = r_ 2 - nR: . i. It seems indisputable that these two sentences have the same meaning ("stay here tonight," ignoring

 nnn-n)-), and thus that the verbs i't and .'n2 interchange in them without
 affecting the meaning. But it is equally clear that the semantic relationship

 46 J. Blomqvist, Das sogenannte KAI adversativum: Zur semantik einer griechischen Partikel
 (Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1979) 55. Vanoni cites only part of this passage.

 47 Ibid., 9.

 48 Ibid., 46.

 49 So NJPSV.
 50 I am indebted to Carl J. Posy for reminding me of this truism.
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 between these verbs is not synonymy but hyponymy,51 for I', "stay overnight,"

 entails MU', "stay," but not vice versa. How can we account for this apparent
 paradox? The answer is that the contrast between the two verbs is neutralized

 by n ,'-, "tonight." The phrase Zn U ' is semantically equivalent to ',
 which, in turn, is semantically equivalent to the tautological ,L Lj.

 Now 1 Sam 29:6, the verse in which -1 allegedly means "but," has a neu-

 tralizing factor similar to ,tt"7I. It exhibits "topicalization," the inversion of
 word order from P'n , "'l ' ~ -nm fl i tL to rnmH Dnir 'no ''nym.. Since
 topicalization seems to signal contrast, we can hardly use this verse to prove
 that -1 has the specific meaning "but" (roughly equivalent to "and by contrast")

 in addition to the general meaning "and."52 In other words, our single pair of
 parallel passages does not suffice to show that the semantic relationship of JR
 to -1 is one of synonymy rather than hyponymy.

 The same goes for many other examples where NJPSV inserts a but (or

 some equivalent) based on the sense, for example, Gen 4:5-6: ?,r-b ',? R1m_
 ,e Ab inrM-rml- ip_- :.inr-?, "the Lord paid heed to Abel and his offer- ing but to Cain and his offering he paid no heed"; 17:20-21: T7'.m n~v. ?l1

 17m-nM D' 117R 9-n . .. irn:" 1lf r,;, "As for Ishmael, I have heeded you. I hereby bless him ... but my covenant I will maintain with Isaac ..."

 40:21-22: Fr - .'~, o'i i n"_ ~ .V. .n,"- v_ n -i_ -n2 :Y., "he restored the chief cupbearer to his cupbearing . . ., but the chief baker he impaled"; 41:54:

 1n: ,; r cl ( -~~ yt nifr?-~:-* ',-r_, "there was famine in all lands, but throughout the land of Egypt there was bread"; Exod 12:27: a 1cn-n- iex

 ,,r ~?7-nMR, "when he smote the Egyptians but saved our houses"; 33:23:
 ??1 . ' ... '"mi -n. f7RM , "and you will see my back but my face must not be
 seen"; 1 Sam 29:6 (see above); 1 Kgs 1:25-26:. Rno 'i5 "  '4:-t:) KR1p.i

 "he invited all the king's sons and the army officers and Abiathar the priest ...
 but he did not invite me your servant, or the priest Zadok or Benaiah son of

 Jehoiada, or your servant Solomon"; Jer 4:22: WT9; M~''1U 7*'; u9 Frr o'4,
 "they are clever at doing wrong but unable to do right"; Ezek 33:31: ~ntii

 ipL: T o 7i T T' ...-n , "and [they] will hear your words but will not obey

 51 Hyponomy is "the relationship which obtains between specific and general lexical items,

 such that the former is 'included' in the latter. ... For example, a cat is a hyponym of animal, flute
 of instrument, chair offurniture, and so on" (D. Crystal, A First Dictionary of Linguistics and Pho-
 netics [Boulder, CO: Westview, 1980] 176).

 52 Cf. J. R. Payne's analysis of the corresponding English case: '"While '[. .. rich but happy]'
 always has an adversative sense, the corresponding unmarked form '[. .. rich and happy]' may per-
 haps in context require an adversative reading, but is essentially vague" ("Complex phrases and
 complex sentences," in Language Typology and Syntactic Description [ed. T. Shopen; Cambridge:
 Cambridge University Press, 1985] 2.4). Note Payne's use of the term "vague" rather than "ambigu-
 ous," implying that there is only one meaning.
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 them"; 34:8: .I? : : '.;-nRl nn* i D'i- 31'!, "for the shepherds tended them- selves instead of tending the flock."

 These translations are unexceptionable, but how is the contrastive or
 adversative relationship between the conjoined clauses expressed in the
 Hebrew? If there is anything in these verses that explicitly signals contrast, it is
 the word order.53 The presence of -1 is not sufficient to make a clause adversa-

 tive, nor is it necessary. NJPSV does not hesitate to insert but in places where

 there is no -1, e.g., Ezek 34:3: j.,7 .1 n mnn_~ "vn 'ins-r.-n i .~ b :Rt-n-rM
 ? 1 t 1, "you partake of the fat, you clothe yourselves with the wool, and you
 slaughter the fatlings; but you do not tend the flock" (contrast 34:8 above); Prov

 10:5: r.irp 1- "r"Sp M1 _ 1i4 r'~.a "n~, "he who lays in stores during the summer is a capable son, but he who sleeps during the harvest is an incompe-
 tent"; 10:20; 26:26.

 We conclude that "adversative -1" is an illusion. It is really copulative; its
 meaning does not go beyond that of the logical connective "&".

 Does wdw Have the Meaning "While"?

 For similar reasons, it cannot be claimed that -1 has the meaning "while"

 when it occurs at the beginning of a circumstantial (hadl) clause,54 such as Gen

 18:1: mi'n Pl mt r-n_ : . T _Mnn '9. ',nZ 1'f R-_1., "The Lord appeared to him by the terebinths of Mamre while he was sitting at the entrance of the

 tent as the day grew hot." Such clauses are distinguished not by their conjunc-
 tion but by their word order: where the subject is definite, it comes first,
 whether the predicate is a perfect (e.g., Gen 24:31), an active participle (e.g.,
 Gen 18:1), a stative participle/adjective (e.g., Gen 18:12), or a prepositional
 phrase (e.g., Lev 7:20). It follows that the temporal relation between the two
 clauses is conveyed by the word order rather than by the conjunction. Indeed,
 omission of the conjunction does not change the meaning of the sentence. In

 Exod 22:13, M .77 m in.1-N' l'r.. n$-in .:!.n rnMUn V N 7-'!, "when a man borrows (an animal) from another and it dies or is injured while its owner

 is not with it, he must make restitution," the circumstantial clause i T.- ' : 1 ' has no -1; it is a circumstantial clause by virtue of its syntax. The same goes for
 n~r p' , "while no one was watching" in Exod 22:9. In such cases, one suspects

 53 Cf the careful statement in BDB, 252, meaning le: "it connects contrasted ideas, where in
 our idiom the contrast would be expressed explicitly by but; in such cases prominence is usu. given
 to the contrasted idea by its being placed immed. after the conj." For a rigorous investigation into
 the function of inverted word order, see A. Mosak Moshavi, "The Pragmatics of Word Order in
 Biblical Hebrew: A Statistical Analysis" (Ph.D. diss., Yeshiva University, 2000).

 54 According to Ibn Hisham in Mugni al-labib, 458, the claim that the Arabic waw al-hdl

 means 'id ("when") was made already by Makki. I am indebted to Naphtali Kinberg "T" for this ref-
 erence.
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 that -1 has no meaning at all, for it contributes nothing to the meaning of the
 entire sentence.

 Does wdw Have the Meaning "Or"?

 Profiat Duran gives a long answer to this question, of which I shall quote
 only part:

 He [Ibn Janah] said: "and the -1 can be in place of IN [as in] imm! rR b.ppi. meaning 'his father or his mother.'" And everyone I have seen [discuss] its
 meaning followed him in this opinion. They believe that among the uses
 proper to -1 is that it takes the place of iN, and they consider this an
 inescapable necessity in many places in Scripture. But since the use proper to
 -1 is copulative conjoining, as posited,55 and the use of the word IN is the
 opposite of that, it is very difficult, in my view, to make the copulative -1 into

 the disjunctive lN. Therefore, I say that it is copulative in all of those verses

 where he said it was in place of IN. [In] irn~ .:; bspp_, the conjunction [of
 irzi] does not go back to 1., implying that he is not punished until he curses
 both of them. Rather the conjunction there is to S.p.l, as if it said v. bpN.il irt bbprz, which consists of two statements, not one.56

 In modem terms, we might say that n' nir irani 14: 'ppi is derived

 from nr.' ni4 inn bipr nrnl ni-n '4.: z. via a Coordination Reduction transformation and that the allegedly disjunctive -1 is really copulative. The illu-
 sion that the -1 is disjunctive is created by a well-known law of logic.57 The logi-
 cal structure of the verse is, "If a man curses his father he shall be put to death,
 and if a man curses his mother he shall be put to death," that is, ifp, then r, and
 if q, then r. However, consolidation of the two clauses through deletion of
 redundant elements and rearrangement makes it look as though the verse were
 derived from the logically equivalent if p or q, then r.

 In negated clauses, the same illusion is produced, but it is easier to see

 5 Alternatively: as imposed (as the basic, original meaning in the "first imposition" of the lan-

 guage; see n. 12 above). This is the sense of 7m71 in Maimonides' ':lM 7Tr1, part I, beg. of chap.
 30; cf. beg. of chap. 11.

 56 Duran, "t ,r2, 77: "l)P it t I" i'" 1i ,i N .. w3 I"nl, ,rrn" [,mnv "1] "-I
 1:rmm ~ i p "n -M t~R ' ntVnU "MMn 'rnMR : inrrm M nT12 N": v~r inilrn n't 'r r- 1

 'p: nemw 'tnm -nIM i- P .np' nn it n IN n it riNw nn l m my -T ,ru lTolap., ,-r ITn mn Mi n I n

 7 The analysis presented below (but not the passage from Duran) was included in my 1977
 paper (see the acknowledgments above). Since then, another scholar has expressed a similar view;
 see M. Azar, ,~3IMnMl -13 7 t -:2n7 1"1, Balganut cIvrit 27 (Jan. 1989) 5-12 (I am indebted to Gad
 Sarfatti for this reference). Azar's analysis of Exod 21:15, etc. is basically the same as the one pre-
 sented here. Nevertheless, he continues to speak of -1 in such verses as "ambiguous" (p. 5, end of
 ?1.1).
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 through. Take, for example, Exod 12:9: Dl t .mZ tk.n t .?VlM .l -. NJPSV translates: "Do not eat any of it raw or cooked in any way with water."
 Saadia, on the other hand, avoids disjunctive -1 by repeating the negation:

 ctr N'a'l~sn a'':an Hi ~n'3 Rn 4 e lL:tn bL.58 Similarly, Menahem b. Saruq lists
 this verse among his examples of double-duty negation.59

 Consider also Num 6:3: n_.n-??- ,ri,2I 9? 1 V l ~. .4 ryp -[.7.:4 ]-4
 ' ' -* 9 a' f! :1'W M p_) L' ._l  L '.M. NJPSV translates: "he shall abstain from wine and any other intoxicant; he shall not drink vinegar of wine or of any
 other intoxicant, neither shall he drink anything in which grapes have been
 steeped, nor eat grapes fresh or dried." The word or is used to render -1 with

 Sa:Sr/,ntlm 9, "he shall not drink/eat," in the second and fourth clauses, but not
 with the semantically equivalent -n U 111, "he shall abstain," in the first. Never-
 theless, there is no difference in the meaning of -1 in these clauses. This can be

 demonstrated by substituting -n 1, for n-r vi9 in the second clause. The
 result is "'I yT 7 " 'jl gI2 , where the -1 must be rendered by English and.

 It is apparent that the second clause is derived from rph-r i;n  h n t h
 -7rgl 9? "e via Coordination Reduction, and that the fourth clause is derived
 from ' at zi: n':mi ' =' ab ='1: 1'U. In other words, the logical struc-
 ture of these clauses is really -p & -q, but the transformational deletion of one
 occurrence of the negation makes it look as though it were derived from the
 logically equivalent -(p v q).

 In the same vein, we may note that the third clause, 9? o';; nV~=T--T

 -rtQl, can be combined with the second and reduced as well, yielding P:1 yp

 mrut- p. nbe _-by "0 rphm. In this new clause, the -1 of=';R n-r-_t- T must be rendered by or in English, even though its meaning, when viewed
 from the perspective of Hebrew, is still and.

 If it is true that "disjunctive -1" is an illusion created by the aforementioned

 logical laws, we should expect to find it only in negated clauses and in condi-
 tional clauses (or phrases whose underlying logical structure is a conditional
 clause). It appears that that is indeed the case.60 In fact, the restriction was
 noticed already by Qirqisani in the tenth century: "as for the claim concerning
 -1 standing in place of IK, this does not occur in (positive) commands, only in

 prohibitions like Lev 22:8, _' M ~ApM "rD , and Lev 22:24 p3I!n nr.nl -rI1
 ? 'i7in . nm.i. But in a (positive) command like Lev 19:3, .?N -1:M ir: ei ' ,

 58s Euvres complktes, 1.97.

 59 Menahem ben Saruq, Mahberet (ed. A. Saienz-Badillos; Granada: Universidad de
 Granada, 1986) 139* = MD'31 12t 7vT f t1EnI n *.

 60 There is one exception for which I cannot easily account: a'tn ;~,r'm_ n',-r -l ; 1.? :
 M.7.M '-M m.p; . Mt-~1~ - 13 ". !Mm .- (Jer 44:28). So too Azar, ,lT7i7 l 1"1, 11 n. 2. M. J. Steiner
 suggests that ,MIn r". is a list that is not part of the sentence but is merely referred to in the sen- tence-a list of possibilities in which -1 means "and" rather than "or."
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 it is not possible that the meaning is 'or his father'-the obligation pertains to
 both."61

 Moreover, if "disjunctive -1" can occur only in the presence of the negative
 or conditional operators, we should expect to find a reflection of that fact in
 alternations between -1 and in. Such alternations are indeed attested. Thus, the

 phrase "turn to the right or to the left" occurs twice in the account of Asahel's
 pursuit of Abner, expressed once, in a negated clause, with -1 (2 Sam 2:19,

 la m -91 _ F'",-_Y n:)) n4-r!i, "and he did not turn to the right or to the
 left") and two verses later with in (2 Sam 2:21, tR.b.-Y in , 'n-yU  l .tS,, "turn to the right or to the left"). And the phrase "linen or wool" occurs twice in
 the law of the affected cloth, expressed once, in a conditional clause, with -1

 (Lev 13:48, "~r_! D'j. i, "of linen or wool") and three verses later with in
 (Lev 13:52, M'1OD _ in "MN , "in wool or linen"). In conclusion, it should be noted that the pseudo-meaning "or" is quite
 different from the other pseudo-meanings of -1 discussed above, "but" and
 "while." Sentences in which -1 is rendered with English but or while normally
 have a different surface structure than those in which -1 is translated and. Even

 when they do not, there is no real ambiguity, only generality. By contrast, a

 clause like nri - r9 ;~* r 17'_ ~Vh is genuinely ambiguous. Although the con-
 text calls for "he shall not drink vinegar of wine or vinegar of any similar intoxi-

 cant," it can also mean "he shall not drink vinegar of wine and vinegar of any

 similar intoxicant (together)," as can be seen by comparing Lev 18:17, n_-1
 -r'_ 9' ,.pI -r , "you shall not uncover the nakedness of a woman and her daughter." However, the ambiguity is not lexical, as commonly supposed, but

 syntactic. Although the surface structure ofnr NI* 9 ~I rr:M. r MID is quite sim-

 ilar to that of nnv." 9? "= rYP1 If- Y~7 ph, its deep structure is not; it is not derived

 from n.n t' ;T. n"rw l -*n n iTjn nrmw.

 Does wdw Have the Meaning "Then"?

 DCH assigns the meaning "then" to the -1 that sometimes conjoins the
 protasis (antecedent) and apodosis (consequent) of conditional clauses, e.g.,

 Lev 6:21, [:43 n- q 'bt-I ,)n MMht 'M-MI.-0, "if it was boiled in a copper ves- sel, then (the vessel) shall be scoured and rinsed with water."62 We cannot
 exclude the possibility that -1 in this environment is pleonastic; however, the
 two logicians I consulted believe that it is meaningful. They arrive at this con-
 viction via different routes, one syntactic and the other semantic.

 61 Qirqisani, Kitdb al-'Anwar, 927, lines 10-13: tb in I~ Dp I 1t'bR tI jM 'Tf ~ ...

 1 61-1 DCH 597-98, meaning 12b. n rm E Rmm "MN?R E) up,

 62 DCH, 597-98, meaning 12b.
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 Mark J. Steiner takes the syntactic route, suggesting that the logical struc-

 ture of this sentence may be 3 7_1 q 1 pTa. nbt: ,,nr rnt' 'M&1-: , in which case this -1, too, means "and" in the logical structure. He notes that the
 truth table of if p, then q is equivalent to that of if p, then p and q, and that this

 is often reflected in English sentences of the form if p, then also q. In Biblical

 Hebrew too, M, "also," or D71, "and also," can be inserted before the apodosis,
 e.g., Jer 31:37, X7.-? ORC. 4:W=_ ' .x-P nrb y..-'7in .7"7p.. n:.n_ i rTm..-"M
 ?y 7 -bY Uv ~ Jb , "if it were possible for the heavens above to be mea-
 sured, and for the foundations of the earth below to be fathomed, then it would

 also be possible for me to reject all the offspring of Israel for all that they have

 done"; Jer 33:20-21, -ti' ni'.. '.! M;tn_7 'n-nn- Di=4n 'n'4-n ."r nm-M iw a-by i _p ! i 4-ni _r 'TY m -n- I M n"i -0 :D MY n ' , "if it w ere possi-
 ble for you to break my covenant with the day and my covenant with the night,
 so that day and night should not come at their proper time, then it would also
 be possible for you to break my covenant with my servant David so that he

 would not have a descendant reigning upon his throne"; Zech 3:7, '_7.-MR
 7_nrr "T 2  _ rm pirn-MR 1'74-n11MR , n- n r n-! "t n- M -R , "if you go in my ways and keep my charge, then you will also rule my House and you will
 also guard my courts." It is thus possible that the so-called wdw apodosis corre-
 sponds to the and of if p, then p and q rather than to the then.

 Carl J. Posy's semantic explanation will be presented below.

 Does wdw Have the Meaning "That Is"?

 Both HALOT and DCH include "explanatory" -1, glossed "that is," among

 their categories of-1.63 Among the examples in DCH is Exod 27:14, ,v'ni

 "7. _ fp . ?.", "fifteen cubits of hangings on the one flank," since it is part of
 an explanation of 27:13, rf? m 'i?  rr.f. lT ? n~R T&. - , "and for the width of the enclosure on the front, or east side, fifty cubits."

 This explanatory relationship between the phrases was noted already by

 Saadia in his commentary: "The expression . .. . 3r_] ',.p r r.U Vrj.
 [nn_ 'e7 1 ~" 3 7 .T. _ . . ..T J n n'.. r7: 0 _7 1 is not an addition, mak- ing the width of the enclosure one hundred cubits, but rather it is an explana-
 tion and specification .... "64 And yet in his introduction, as we have already
 seen, Saadia classifies the -1 in this phrase as pleonastic.65

 Saadia's position is perfectly consistent: the phrase is explanatory but the -1

 63HALOT, 258, meaning 5; DCH, 597, meaning 6.

 64 Y. Ratzaby, rnrmO V100 Je m'- To 'mn ' (Jerusalem: p~M1 7 7 010, 1998) 345, lines

 14-15: oSee p . 252 above. ..n -.in n'. tor q_b .. ql:. _'.p -c A 7 .ni 't
 6'5 See p. 252 above.
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 is not. Indeed, it is virtually identical to Rashi's position on the very similar

 example in Exod 25:12: nn i M.jy nb_ '.l... . ". n..t1 7Y1I . iT Mp:-;
 nl_-r ib-by nbrl_ 'n.l, "and you shall cast four gold rings for it ... two rings
 on one of its side walls and two on the other." Rashi writes: "i I-bL y n 'V.
 nf?-I-These are the same as the four rings at the beginning of the verse;
 (here) it explains where/how they were. And this -1 is superfluous; the interpre-

 tation is like that of MnlD 4 'nMV.66 In both of these examples, once the -1 is
 ignored, we have apposition, which expresses the meaning "that is." Once
 again, the meaning attributed to -1 really resides in the syntactic construction.

 Does wdw Have the Meaning "And"?

 There are many examples of -1 functioning as a semantically empty all-
 purpose connector. Thus, it is commonly used in the casus pendens construc-

 tion (e.g., the second -1 of Jer 6:19, .--.R01" ' -inl, "and as for my instruc-
 tion-they rejected it"). Here -1 is not pleonastic in the strict sense of the word,
 since it has a grammatical function; nevertheless, it has no lexical meaning.

 This view of -1 also explains its ability to replace other grammatical parti-

 cles on occasion, for example, 'Z in Gen 42:10, IM-' . 4 -1= 1'7_ '4. : ,
 "no, my lord, your servants have come to buy food" (cf. 42:12, 5Yfl nlY-'W 94
 ni~'n nPlrm, "no, you have come to see the nakedness of the land); Gen 47:6,

 bnr_-'2.@ 09-R v qt-. :-, "and if you know that there are capable men among
 them" (cf. 2 Kgs 5:8, ?bR-V. w'; Vj: '1 iD~7, "and let him know that there is a

 prophet in Israel"); Ps 144:3, ..; _ 5n1O vi -lV .r _ ID -Ig,, "what is man that you should care about him; mortal man that you should think of him" (cf. Ps

 8:5, .r.i. p ' z n-l.. n.M.'.-'r itR-lr, "what is man that you should be mind- ful of him; mortal man that you should take note of him"); and perhaps "1Ow in

 Gen 11:4, i:__ itnVil .R., "and a tower whose top is in the sky."67 Here too -1 is not superfluous, but it still has no lexical meaning.
 One the other hand, there are very many contexts in which -1 does seem to

 be meaningful. First and foremost are those in which -1 functions in the under-

 lying structure as what linguists call a "clause-level coordinating conjunction"
 (as opposed to "phrase-level") and what logicians call a "sentential connective."

 If so, we wind up with two categories of -1, one meaningful and the other
 meaningless. Having said this, two questions remain unanswered.

 First, to which category should we assign the instances of -1 corresponding

 to the English comma in sentences such as Exod 9:21, "_ -? i: nb-V* "v_

 66 A. Berliner, 7nr1 Bl ""'fD (Jerusalem: 7373 771p, 1962) 168:--Mn7RT ibr-I nD _ T.K1 It is also possible that in this last example -1 replaces asyndesis. n un
 67 It is also possible that in this last example -1 replaces asyndesis.
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 nr~- 1,rz.p-ni i;- ' m-n irt! ',r, "but as for him who paid no regard to the
 word of the Lord, he left his slaves and livestock in the open," and Deut 20:10,

 =ib? ,78 r pR ,l - 17,n1 "'.U-9 :n-'?, "when you approach a city to fight against it, you shall call on it to make peace"? It is natural to view these
 examples of -1 as semantically empty, like Jer 6:19; indeed, Exod 9:21 exhibits
 the same casus pendens construction as the latter. Nevertheless, they could be
 considered meaningful if we could prove that these complex sentences are

 derived from compound sentences like 1 -r-nM irT!1 '7r t_-b i7) -?b
 rti. rp?.-Mrn and = qR i T .3 p n*,lL "'.-? :R .., respectively. Alternatively, since Exod 9:21 and Deut 20:10 seem to have the logical struc-
 ture of conditional sentences, the explanation given on pp. 263-264 above for

 the waw apodosis of Lev 6:21 may apply to them as well.
 Second, what is the meaning of those instances of -1 that are meaningful?

 Traditionalists will probably be happiest with the familiar "and," but more
 intrepid souls may wish to consider the possibility, raised by Carl J. Posy, that
 the meaning of Biblical Hebrew -1 is not "and" but rather the common denom-
 inator of "and" (&), "or" (v), "then" (-+), etc. The meaning of each of these is
 expressed by the following 4-line truth tables.

 I p q p&q

 1 T T T

 2 T F F

 3 F T F

 4 F F F

 II p q pvq
 1 T T T

 2 T F T

 3 F T T

 4 F F F

 III p q p - q

 1 T T T

 2 T F F

 3 F T T

 4 F F T

 Thus, the logical connective "and" (&) is defined as an operator such that
 "p & q" is true when p is true and q is true, but false whenever one or both of
 them are false. The connective "or" (v) is an operator such that "p v q" is false
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 when both p and q are false but true whenever one or both of them are true.
 The connective "then" (-), as defined in table III, is false when p is true and q
 is false but true under all other conditions.

 When these tables are examined in pairs, they are seen to agree in two of
 their four lines. Tables I and II agree in lines 1 and 4; tables I and III agree in
 lines 1 and 2; tables II and III agree in lines 1 and 3. However, when all three
 are examined simultaneously, they agree in only one line, line 1. In that line, p
 is true, q is true, and p &/v/-+ q is true. That line is the common denomina-
 tor-the core meaning of these three operators. According to Posy, that core
 meaning may be the meaning of Biblical Hebrew -1. In that case, Biblical
 Hebrew -1 would be an operator with only a single condition on its use: that
 p we-q be true whenever p is true and q is true.68

 In summary, then, -1 is sometimes meaningful and sometimes meaning-
 less. All of the meaningful instances can be viewed as having one and the same
 meaning, whether it be the full four-line truth table of the logical connective
 "&" or only one line of that truth table. There is no need to have recourse to any
 of the other meanings that have been attributed to it. And if there is no need to

 attribute those meanings to -1, we should refrain from doing so, based on the
 principle, enunciated by William of Ockham, that "entities are not be multi-
 plied beyond necessity."

 68 It should be noted that this semantic solution obviates the need for the syntactic solutions
 proposed for the alleged meanings "or" and "then," but that it does not account for the restricted
 distribution of i~ in Biblical Hebrew.
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